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A

fter the
assassination
of Martin Luther
King Jr. in 1968, a
teacher,
Jane
Elliott (right),
developed an exercise for her third grade students in Riceville, Iowa, hoping to give them a
better understanding about “racism.”
Miss Elliott divided her all-white students into
two groups: those with BLUE eyes who were
the superior, and those with BROWN eyes
who were inferior. They wore identifiable
collars (see picture above). The following day
she reversed the eye colors’ superiority
status.
During each exercise, Miss Elliott emphasized the
privileges of the superior group, while reminding
the entire class of the inferior group’s limitations,
such as, “Brown eyed people are not as smart,”
or “Brown eyed people had to use cups at drinking fountains.”
Notice the immediate facial expressions on the
faces of the children above! The children wearing
the collars began showing signs of being DEMORALIZED [TO LOWER THE MORALE OF; WEAKEN THE
SPIRIT, COURAGE, DISCIPLINE, OR STAYING POWER OF; TO
THROW INTO CONFUSION] (see picture above), while
the other group appeared happy, confident and,
DESPISED [TO LOOK DOWN ON] the other group.
Even the test scores of all the students reflected a
difference: the scores being higher for the superior group, while lower for the demoralized children, even though they once scored better previously! You can watch the video online by searching “A Class Divided.”
America is DIVIDED TOO, in spite of what
may appear outwardly. The same type of
demoralization is used on a greater scale in
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society, not just against the color of one’s
skin, but many other traits, such as straight
or curly hair, height or weight, poverty, intellect, and many more.

Insensitivity is on the RISE among our young
as middle school students recently TAUNTED
a 68 woman bus monitor with profanity and
threats, both sexual and physical, calling her
fat; while she tried her best to disregard it.

One of the
most cruel
things ever
done was
against 14
year
old
Emmitt Till
from Chicago in the 1950’s, who, visiting relatives
in Mississippi, whistled at a white candy store clerk.
They burst into that poor home in the middle of the night and took him to the river,
where they beat and mutilated that boy all
night. His tears and pleading could not save
him! The accused were acquitted, and to this
day, his murder is still unsolved!

They even taunted her about her son who
committed suicide 10 years ago, saying, “they
all killed themselves because they didn’t want
to be near you.”
Truly, as Jesus said, “...because iniquity shall
ABOUND [GROW WORSE, AND IT ALREADY IS!],
the LOVE OF MANY shall wax cold” (MATT.
24:12). In this news report (June 21, 2012),
not ONE WORD is mentioned about the
parents that RAISED these children!
The accountability of parents for the actions
of their wayward children are consistently
shielded by the MEDIA. Therefore, in these
last days, children ARE INDEED “WITHOUT
NATURAL AFFECTION” (2 TIM. 3:3; MATT.
24:12).
However, America’s children are the grandchildren, and the great-grandchildren of a history
of CRUELTY towards the helpless. As children
mercilessly beat and kill the homeless for fun,
the America of Old also oppressed Blacks, Chinese, Indians, Mexicans, and ANYONE that
appeared different than they, that is, WHITE.

Why would such CRUELTY exists that would
cause the massacre of Indian families at
Little Big Horn, or the lynching's of so many
helpless people, or hiding WW2 contributions made by blacks and Indians from history, or their inventions from a society?
It comes from a SYSTEM that has been in
place in America for many years! It is called
“Systemic Racism” that teaches a person to
DESPISE the other, just as they did in Miss
Elliott’s classroom experiment!
The word “SYSTEMIC” is OF A SYSTEM that
affects the entire organism or bodily system.
For instance, any group of pesticides that
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are absorbed into the tissues of plants, becomes
POISONOUS to the insects that feeds on them.
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A few didn’t survive the trek back, but the
civilians that did were trained OFF BASE, and
went through tremendous adversity!

In this case, the “pesticide” is MISINFORMATION which is fed to the people, and over the
years, has “poisoned” the minds of millions of
its citizens towards non-whites, through insulting and degrading insinuations, using the
power of the MASS MEDIA that controls it.

Through the media, citizens are taught that
WHITE is better, while every other “color”
is inferior to it. This is why Miss Elliott
chose this template for her exercise, because it WORKS!
This is a picture of my
FIRST DAY attending
school. I was the only
black child in my 1st
grade class at St. Mary’s
Catholic school! But
during recess, NONE of
the children would play
with me. A nun consoled me as I cried, not
knowing why I was
being shunned.
The
Navajo
Code Talkers
waited many
years to even
be recognized
for their role in
winning
the
war (WW2) in
the South Pacific.
My father was one of the first blacks allowed
to join the Marine Corp. during WW2, stationed at Camp Lejeune, NC. To discourage
their desire, the Marines took truck loads of
black men deep in the Carolina woods,
dropped them off without food or water, and
said, “If you can find your way back to Camp
Lejeune, then we’ll train you.”

Now, to put all of this into PERSPECTIVE! Did
you know that God SENT HIS SON to die for the
Nazi German Army, as well as the Americans?
God sent His Son for the Japanese too, as
well as the Ku Klux Klan, and the blacks,
Native Americans, Chinese, Baptist, Methodist, Catholics, Cults, Satan Worshippers and
the Jews! He sent His Son for ALL MEN!
The reason is CLEAR: “For ALL HAVE SINNED,
and COME SHORT of the glory of God” (ROMANS
3:23); “...by ONE MAN [ADAM] SIN ENTERED
INTO THE WORLD, and DEATH by sin; and so
DEATH PASSED UPON ALL MEN, for that ALL
HAVE SINNED” (ROMANS 5:12).

Many black marines, including my father, fought
for nine days to secure Iwo Jima, but only whites
were shown in this famous photograph. Can you
imagine the social impact if both black, white and
the Navajo marines were shown planting that flag?

Satan KNOWS that the “...imagination of
man’s HEART [HIS MIND] is EVIL FROM HIS
YOUTH” (GENESIS 8:21), and he USES THIS
TRUTH to influence us to destroy ourselves!
Through Miss Elliott’s class experiment, we can
also see the TRUTH ABOUT OURSELVES, for
blacks mistreat other blacks the same way in
ALL-BLACK communities! And, so do whites,
and native Americans, and everybody else!

This summer, black marines from Camp Lejeune
will be honored by President Obama for their
service. But my father passed away in 2010. I will
receive it in his stead.
White America’s desire for continued superiority
has caused much misery and death for thousands,
and there will be a price to pay for it. Jesus said, “...if
a kingdom be DIVIDED AGAINST ITSELF, that kingdom CANNOT STAND” (MARK 3:24).
The cost of discrimination against their own will be
this nation’s downfall. My mother once said, “You
can’t climb the ladder of advancement, while your
foot is still on the neck of those whom you oppress!” God “...shall have JUDGMENT without
mercy, that hath SHOWED NOT MERCY; and
mercy REJOICETH against judgment” (JAMES 2:13).
“Ye have CONDEMNED [TO PRONOUNCE GUILTY]
and KILLED [MURDERED] the JUST; and he DOTH
NOT RESIST YOU” (JAMES 5:6).
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The Entertainment Media through comics
and cartoons deliver a subtle message to
children everywhere: that whites have the
REAL power, and everything else is inferior.
But, there is a “...LAKE WHICH BURNETH WITH
FIRE AND BRIMSTONE” (REV. 21:8), and both the
oppressor, and the oppressed, will be CAST IN, if
they REFUSE to REPENT to God of their sins.
REMEMBER: “...whosoever was NOT FOUND
WRITTEN in the book of life was CAST into
the Lake of Fire” (REV. 20:15).

